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CHAPTER IV 

RESERCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 As stated in the previous chapter, the writer uses discourse analysis method in 

analyzing the data. This chapter presents the results of research from the researcher. It 

involves the figurative language of the lyrics of Superman Is Dead songs and the aesthetic 

aspect of figurative language in each song of Superman Is Dead.  

A. The Figurative Language Types in the Lyrics of Superman Is Dead Compilation 

Album.  

Figurative language to describe an object, person, or situation by comparing it to or 

with something else. Some types of figurative language are metaphor, simile, 

personification, hyperbole and etc. For example, “She is as pretty as a picture” describes or 

compares a pretty girl to a beautiful piece of art. Figurative language is simply a way to add 

color and depth to what is otherwise a bland statement.  

After analyzing the data, the researcher found sixs types of figurative language in the 

lyric song as follow.  

1. Simile  

A simile (sim-uh-lee) uses the words “like” or “as” to compare two explicitly unlike 

things as being similar. Simile was found in text [5]. See those data bellow : 

In text [5] 

The brighter side of me is grey so hard to make it white and the reasons just completely out 

of sight  

I’ll come back and try when I know I’m a better man. then again that will never come true  

I wonder why we say good bye  

Wonder why I fucked up everything and just today I’ve found it why Like they say some was 

born to lose (88) 
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The statement in datum (88) was categorized into simile, because the singer 

comparing two explicitly things. The things that comparing is, the singer hate the problems 

in their life and found the caused problem this life is like the other people says was born to 

lose.  

2. Metaphor 

Metaphor is (met-uh-fawr, -fer) suggests something or someone actually 

becomes or is something else. Metaphor present in text [1], and text [3].  

 

In text [1] 

Good night good night my little angel (1) 

Good night good night my little ones  

Spread your wings and fly away to your dreams  

When you're sleep I'm on your side. When you're awake I'll be your still  

 

 The sentence in datum (1) was categorized into metaphor, because it is stated that 

the Singer comparing his children with angel. Angel in here means somebody that very 

important in life. 

 

In text [3] 

Now tell me why (31) 

Why the angels gonna cry (32) 

To see the way we live our lives, where this, the heart goes  

And tell me why (34) 

Why the angels gonna cry (35) 

 

 And in data (31), (32), (34),nd (35) are also metaphor, because it is stated that the 

Singer comparing the angel with a human, basically angel is only fiction. 
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3. Cliches  

Clichés are statements that have been heard so often that their once colorful 

play on words has become expected and stale. Cliches was found in text [5]. 

In text [5] 

The brighter side of me is grey so hard to make it white and the reasons just completely out 

of sight (85) 

I’ll come back and try when I know I’m a better man. then again that will never come true  

I wonder why we say good bye  

Wonder why I fucked up everything and just today I’ve found it why Like they say some 

was born to lose  

 

And in datum (85) are also cliches, because the singer stated that the brighter says it 

is grey and so hard to make it white, it is the colorful play of word to make expectation. 

4. Imagery 

Imagery is use of words that describe the five senses to create to a mental picture of 

something. Cliches was found in text [1], text [4], and  text [5]. 

 

In text [1] 

Good night good night my little angel  

Good night good night my little ones  

Spread your wings and fly away to your dreams  

When you're sleep I'm on your side. When you're awake I'll be your still  

Close your eyes, put a smile on your face (5) 

 

And in datum (5) is uses imagery, because it is ordered that the singer sense ordered  

his child to do something.  

 

. 
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In text [4] 

Bad bad bad, the time is up again (60) 

Sad sad sad, my heart is burning red (61) 

You're miles away, I wonder why  

All those 10 days, That's all I have inside  

Bad bad bad, I hurt you once so bad (64) 

Sad sad sad, if I just could make it right (65) 

Be stronger now 'cos you'll be back  

Close my eyes and It's worth a thousand kiss  

 

 The statement in data (60), (61), (64), (65) categorized into imagery, because it is 

stated that the singer sense is stop thinking because the time for thingking is up. The next 

song lyric was stated that the singer feel is very sad until he angry caused by the problem. 

The next song lyric was stated that the singer feel is very hurt and it caused by the problem 

and the problems comes from somebody. The next song lyric was stated that the singer feel 

is very hurt and it caused by the problem and the problems comes from somebody. 

 

In text [5] 

 

I look up the sky it’s nothing there could make me smile (76) 

And the moon is dark it’s time to let you go  

The scratches in my heart I know it’s real but feel so fake, I could never  

 

 

The statement in datum (76) categorized into imagery, because this lyric song was 

give metal pictures, like when the moon is dark, it is time to let you go, as a people we can 

go not only when the moon is dark, it is gives the sense of metal picture. Moon is dark it is 

alerted us to go away. 
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5. Personification  

 

 Personification (per-son-uh-fi-kay-shuh-n) gives animals or inanimate objects 

human-like characteristics. Personification was found in text [2], text [3], text [4], text [5], 

and text [9].  

 

In text [2] 

 

I think about the end of the world I'm thinking about you  

All the struggle we had, and the past, blood and tears my love! How could I forget  

In sorrow now, since we fell a part. A million miles away  

Still I put my faith on high sky. Everlasting pain! How can I escape (15) 

Don't go, don't go away. Stay with me here in this lullabies (16) 

Darling it won't be long, till we find Our away back home again  

 

The statement in data (15 - 16) categorized into personification, because it is stated 

that the singer put her faith into high sky and makes everlasting pain untill the singer cannot 

escape. We all know that faith is cannot put in the high sky, faith is in our soul. At the next 

of the song lyric was categorized into personification, because it is stated that the singer said 

to her girlfriend that don’t go away from her side, and always stay with him everytime. We 

all know that we cannot always stay with someone everytime.  

 

.I disrespect my self and the world, chase by ghost of lust, kill the love ones down (20) 

Don't go, don't go away...Stay with me here in this lullabies (21) 

Darling it won't be long, till we find our away back home again  

At night when the shadow falls. Wish I'm there just right there close by your side (23) 

This lonesome dreams, I'm haunted by the memories of rose (24) 

I gave up all the poison for you, gave up the wildest dreams (25) 

And in the end I'll grow old with you, only you my love. Burn the fire burns. 
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The statement in data (20), (21), (23), (24), (25) categorized into personification, 

because it is stated that the singer said himself that he blamed himself and blame the world, 

this is caused by ghost of lust to kill one love . We all know that moreover we had a matter 

with something. We must try to past it by finished one by one. This next lyric was 

categorized into personification, because it is stated that the singer said to her girlfriend that 

don’t go away from her side, and always stay with him every time. We all know that we 

cannot always stay with someone, moreover at night.  

 

In text [3]  

 

Can you tell me why, the world is so ugly (27) 

And there ain’t no pretty pictures everywhere I go (28) 

Spend some of your time, and think of the answer  

Why must people get so scared most of their 

 

The statement in data (27- 28) categorized into personification because it is stated 

that the singer was said that the world ugly, it means that there are no somethings positive in 

this world. We all know that world is many activity, we must realize this. The next song 

lyric was categorized into personification, because it is stated that the singer was said that 

the world there are no prety pictures, it means that there are no somethings positive in this 

world. We all know that world is many activity, we must realize this. The next song lyric 

was categorized into personification, because it is stated that the singer was said that the 

world there are no pretty pictures, it means that there are no something positive in this 

world. We all know that world is many activity, we must realize this. 
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In text [4] 

Think about you make me feel right (47) 

To stand above all this beauty (48) 

To sing about the way I run away, from (49) 

The colour of desire in my head (50) 

Don't you know we can make it (51) 

You and me we could grow old (52) 

Something there's so  

significant, admit it  

You'll never ever gonna bring me down   

 

The statement in data (47- 52) categorized into personification because it is stated 

that the singer said that the beauty can makes right. We all know that beauty is not 

everything. The next song lyric was stated that the singer want to run away from the lust in 

his head. We all know that lust can makes people confused. The next song lyric was stated 

that the singer want to makes grow old together with somebody. We all know that we can 

make other people do same with us. 

 

In text [5] 

I look up the sky it’s nothing there could make me smile (75) 

And the moon is dark it’s time to let you go  

The scratches in my heart I know it’s real but feel so fake, I could never (77) 

Cos when I look back so many things I should regret 

My insecurity won’t dry to pull you down (79) 

All this things surrounding me is never compromise  

Bring the devil get outta my side (81) 

 

The statement in data (75), (77), (79), (81) categorized into personification, 

because the lyric was showing about gives animals or inanimate objects human-like 

characteristics at the something like the sky can not give a smile, it is object that like a 

human. The next song lyric was stated that the singer feel that somethings bad in their heart 

but the singer still not realize. The next song lyric was stated that the singer said that their 
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deep feeling of their insecure can bring other people down. The next song lyric was stated 

that the singer heart’s is full of bad feeling, and the singer expressing bad feeling become 

the devil. It is gives inanimate object become like human characteristic. 

 

In text [9] 

Do you feel alone, do you wanna go  

To a place where the devil is loading up their guns (143) 

Pretty face and broken soul, nothing left inside of them (144) 

It's a cold highway to hell  

 

The statement in data (143- 144) categorized into personification because, the 

singer express somethings not real to become real likes the human activity, as we know, it is 

unreal. Likes, devil, we did not know what is the devil can do. and then angel in here means 

somobody come from heaven, and can not die. The singer said that the angel can die. It is 

unreal characteristic of angel. 

 

 

Sorrow, lust and loaded guns  

Do you feel unknown, do you wanna try to be an angel and die just in time before you live 

(150) 
alcohol, with religion, violence It's a cold highway to hell  

Do you feel unknown do you feel alone  

With all pretty faces in the dark side of life (153) 

There's millions of bullet, and trillions of love we shall rise again  

 

The statement in data (150- 153) categorized into personification because, the 

singer express somethings not real to become real and then angel in here means somobody 

come from heaven, and can not die. The singer said that the angel can die. It is unreal 

characteristic of angel. 
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6. Hyperbole  

Hyperbole: A hyperbole (hy-pur-buh-lee) is a statement so exaggerated that no one 

believes it to be true. Hyperbole was found in text [1], text [2], text [3], text [4], text [5], text 

[6], text [7], text [8], text [9], and text [10].  

In text [1] 

Good night good night my little angel  

 Good night good night my little ones (2) 

Spread your wings and fly away to your dreams (3)  

When you're sleep I'm on your side. When you're awake I'll be your still (4)  

 Close your eyes, put a smile on your face  

 

The statement in data (2- 4) categorized into hyperbole, because it is stated that 

the singer was only loved his child and nobody else. We all know that this is not possible. 

We can not describe our loved to other people moreover as a human not only one people 

that we loved. We had a family and other that must we loved. And not only it, the singer is 

stated to his child to reach his dreams, we all know that this is not possible. 

Don't be scared 'coz I'll be there to hold you tight (6) 

 You're the king, you're the queen, you're saint of my life (7) 

 And when the world is trembling down, don't you cry (8) 

Coz there's nothing, nothing that will keep us apart (9) 

 Sing with me my little darling, sing along to this lullabies (10) 

Pick the moon kiss the star so good night (11) 

 

The statement in data (6- 11) categorized into hyperbole, because people did not 

have wings moreover flying and to reach the dreams and we can not find the dreams. And 

singer ordered  his child to do not scared and cry with everything. 
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In text [2] 

I think about the end of the world I'm thinking about you (12) 

All the struggle we had, and the past, blood and tears my love! How could I forget (13) 

In sorrow now, since we fell a part. A million miles away (14) 

Still I put my faith on high sky. Everlasting pain! How can I escape  

 

The statement in data (12 - 14) categorized into hyperbole, because it is stated that 

the singer was very loved to her girlfriend more than anything more over the world was end. 

We all know that as human, we loved not only for one people. 

Don't go, don't go away. Stay with me here in this lullabies  

Darling it won't be long, till we find Our away back home again (17) 

I think about the evil ways I've been (18) 

The self-destruction years (19) 

I disrespect myself and the world, chasse by ghost of lust, kill the love one down  

Don't go, don't go away...Stay with me here in this lullabies  

Darling it won't be long, till we find our away back home again (22)  

At night when the shadow falls. Wish I'm there just right there close by your side  

This lonesome dreams, I'm haunted by the memories of rose  

I gave up all the poison for you, gave up the wildest dreams  

And in the end I'll grow old with you, only you my love. Burn the fire burns (26) 

 

The statement in data (17), (18), (19), (22), (26)  categorized into hyperbole, because 

it is stated that the singer struggling to the her girlfriend that struggle until the end. We all 

know that moreover we loving someone, we cannot struggling moreover we die and the 

singer was fall into sorrow.  

 

In text [3] 

Can you tell me why, the world is so ugly  

And there ain’t no pretty pictures everywhere I go  

Spend some of your time, and think of the answer (29) 

Why must people get so scared most of their life (30) 
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The sentences in data (29 - 30) categorized into hyperbole because it is stated that 

the singer said to spend our time to thinking why the world is no prety pictures until find the 

answer. We all know that if we thinking something need more time but not too long. The 

next song lyric was stated that the singer said that the people very scared about their life. We 

all know that as people we faced many problems, but not all people like that. 

 

Now tell me why  

Why the angels gonna cry  

To see the way we live our lives, where this, the heart goes (33) 

And tell me why  

Why the angels gonna cry  

I close my eyes and a better place will it come true (36) 

 

 

 

The sentences in data (33), (36) categorized into hyperbole because, song lyric was 

stated that the singer hopes better live will come true when open his eyes. We all know that 

if we did not have a passion to change our live we did not have a better live. 

 

 

Walking down the street, in one bloody cold night (37) 

Where everyone is blind, they show you how to feed your hate (38) 

Education now, war for tomorrow (39) 

And I do believe we’re living on a time bomb (40) 

Now tell me why  

Why the angels gonna cry  

To see the way we live our lives, where this, the heart goes (43) 

 

The sentences in data (37), (38), (39), (40), (43) categorized into hyperbole because, 

song lyric was stated that the singer walk around the street at cold night and the night is very 

cold. We all know that that the night is very cold. The next song lyric was stated that the 

singer hopes better live will come true when open his eyes. We all know that if we did not 

have a passion to change our live we did not have a better live. 
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In text [4] 

Don't you know we can make it  

You and me we could grow old  

Something there's so (53) 

significant, admit it (54) 

You'll never ever gonna bring me down (55) 

 

The sentences in data (53 - 55) categorized into hyperbole because, it is stated that 

the singer bringing down by the someone. 

 

It's not a secret that I should keep (56) 

It's not a shame so I won't hide it (57) 

And all this pain I got from you is true, girl (58) 

My deepest thought is crying out loud (59) 

You're miles away, I wonder why (62) 

All those 10 days, That's all I have inside (63) 

 

The sentences in data (56 - 63) categorized into hyperbole because, song lyric was 

stated that the singer said to somebody that is not secrets that can be saved, and this secret 

cannot hide. We all know that if we have a secret moreover it is very important, we must try 

to save it. The next song lyric stated that the singer said to somebody that everything was 

get from her, like pain, and the singer was crying out loud. We all know that if we have a 

conflict with the other people, we must save it. The next song lyric stated that the singer 

hopes better live will come true when open his eyes. We all know that if we did not have a 

passion to change our live we did not have a better live. The next song lyric stated that the 

singer hopes better live will come true when open his eyes. We all know that if we did not 

have a passion to change our live we did not have a better live. 
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You're miles away, I wonder why (62) 

All those 10 days, That's all I have inside (63) 

Bad bad bad, I hurt you once so bad  

Sad sad sad, if I just could make it right  

Be stronger now 'cos you'll be back (66) 

Close my eyes and It's worth a thousand kiss (67)  

 

The sentences in data (62 - 67) categorized into hyperbole because, song lyric stated 

that the singer said to somebody that to be stronger and to close her eyes and it’s worth a 

thousand kiss. We all know that if we have a conflict we must try to finish it. 

 

I remember when we drunk (68) 

It was just so much fun (69) 

But time goes by so fast (70) 

Think about you make me feel brave (71) 

To fight alone all this beauty (72) 

To sing about the way I run away, from (73) 

This devil deep inside my soul (74) 

 

 

The sentences in data (68 - 74) categorized into hyperbole because, song lyric stated 

that the singer hopes she remember when drink together, because it is very fun time, but the 

time grow so fast. We all know that time cannot grow so fast, time walk directly. This song 

lyric was categorized into hyperbole, because it is stated that the singer hopes to somebody 

to fight against the problems. We all know that the problems is very hard not beauty. The 

next song lyric was stated that the singer sing to making away from the problem, and from 

the devil that bring the problem inside the singer. We all know that the devil cannot bring 

the problems. 
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In text [5] 

 

Cos when I look back so many things I should regret (78) 

My insecurity won’t dry to pull you down  

All this things surrounding me is never compromise (80) 

Bring the devil get outta my side  

This broken heart and broken life (82) 

I’ve made it all no turning back (83) 

Now should I stay here with no lights or should I go for one last try (84) 

The brighter side of me is grey so hard to make it white and the reasons just completely out 

of sight  

I’ll come back and try when I know I’m a better man. then again that will never come true 

(86) 
I wonder why we say good bye (87) 

 

 

The sentences in data (78), (80), (82), (83), (84), (86), (87) categorized into 

hyperbole because, in the lyric song there are many statement not true. Likes when the 

singer look back the memories, there are so many things that the singer regret. It means 

almost everything is wrong, we all know that as a people we had a mistakes, but not all. The 

next song lyric was stated all the things surrounding the singer never compromised, it 

exaggerated everything beside the singer, like friend, their family and the condition is not 

give a solution, this statement is too much of expression. The next song lyric was stated that 

the feeling of the singer sad it stated is broken life, it means that the condition of the singer 

is in bottom of sadness. The next song lyric was stated that the singer try to be strong 

moreover there are so hard, because no friends can give a solution. The next song lyric was 

stated that the singer want to back and try to repair their life again, the singer stated he will 

be a better man, it is none believes that is true. The next song lyric was stated that the singer 

wonder why they say goodbye, the singer wonder why say it. The singer thinking saying 

good bye must had a reason. 

. 
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In text [6] 

 

Can you stay a little while, can you drink this cheap bottle of wine (89) 

Got a love song, a broken line, yeaa (90) 

Put the rose on your hair (91) 

Full of grace my queen of mistery (92) 

Can’t you see, can’t you believe and all they say it’s true, Lady rose (93) 

I can sing a thousand song, I can bring your kiss around town (94) 

Kiss of angel, as sweet as heaven, yeaa put the rose on your hair (95) 

Full of grace my burnin-latin queen (96) 

Can’t you see, can’t you believe and all they say it’s true, Lady rose (97) 

When you fall to my arms, when you sleep for a thousand year (98) 

Never will brings you down, down down down (99) 

You’re the heart of the crown and the blood of all my lifetime (100) 

You are my lady rose (101) 

Let me say this, for one last time of all the love and beauty I have seen. You’re the one my 

only one, forever put the rose on your hair (102) 

Full of grace my queen of mistery (103) 

Can’t you see, can’t you believe and all they say it’s true, Lady rose (104) 

 

 

The sentences in data (89 - 104) categorized into hyperbole because, all of the lyric 

used the statement so exaggerate, it is to showing that the singer want to convey their 

feeling to someone not only using usual word or sentences but also use very exaggerate 

word, likes I can sing a thousand song, I can bring your kiss around town. (7) Kiss of 

angel, as sweet as heaven..... this sentences was unbelieveable or this sentences is not true 

with the reality, we all know as a people we can sing but not sing until the thousand song. 

This is only expression of the singer to showing their love to his girlfriend. And the other 

expression of hyperbole is You’re the heart of the crown and the blood of all my lifetime. 

This lyric song was unbelieveable, because all we know that as a people heart of the crown 

means is a lovely people, the singer declare by using not true meanings to make the sentence 

more exaggerate.  
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In text [7] 

 

How can I pick up these wings to fly across the sky (105) 

Why can't I do, I always do to burn this sick and tired (106) 

Above this silent memories will hard to clarify (107) 

But stand alone will never ring the bell (109) 

Lying in this misery will keep my eyes not see (110) 

How far the route that makes me doubt to get up on my knee (111) 

Never face the enemy as the one that I must kill (112) 

I put the moon around the stars to pair (113) 

And I'm running running running not to be the one , running running running not to be won 

(114) 
Yesterday I was falling to the ground (115) 

And found the stairs were no more here, please turning me around (116) 

Till the day said you got more chance (117) 

I got to run and run and run to cure (118) 

Secure myself and I can go (119) 

All fears and tears I doubt nothing but the sun (120) 

Again all those tears I keep runing in the rain (121) 

All fears and tears I have more than millions reasons to be scared (122) 

Move and drag to realize, so many more I can repay (123) 

It was long long way to know the end of story I can play (124) 

Picking up the sounds to hate some worries on the way feel the heat while I am on high 

(125) 

 

The sentences in data (105 - 125) categorized into hyperbole because all song lyric 

was categorized into hyperbole, because almost of the song is using statement so 

exaggerated and no on people believes, likes at the first lyric (1) How can I pick up these 

wings to fly across the sky. (2) Why can't I do, I always do to burn this sick and tired. As 

we know, people are did not have wings like a bird, wings in here means that the singer 

want to reach their dreams and unfortunately the singer can not reach their dreams, the 

singer try to reach their dreams and they very tired do something to reach their dreams. The 

next lyric song was showing that it is the silent memories of the singer, it means that 

memories about their way of reach the dream that the other people did not know about the 

singer’s dreams. And the singer said that reach dream without support the other people is 

can not. And the singer try face many problem, the problem faced one by one to get the 
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dreams. The singer said that to reach the dreams, must run and fight to get dreams that we 

want. 

 

In text [8] 

 

While you're living on high then you're living on earth again (126) 

This time your eyes are coming to find your souls that left behind (127) 

Walking in the whispers was no more bright in every side (128) 

Start your dream more early before the night is coming down (129) 

It's time to realize. (6) You wake up someday (130) 

Found no one you really care (131) 

Raising up your courage to this journey to survive (132) 

Don't give up the fight (133) 

Sanding up on every start (134) 

Do believe in the past will never giving back your luck (135) 

You tell the right from wrong they say (136) 

When you look up the sky to get a smile from every stars (137) 

You need to find the way to fight yourself from falling down (138) 

What to say is future, to break down the looser (139) 

Strengthen your reality, drive away adversity (140) 

Do what's right, run and fight, fight the fear, bring it down, and rise again (141) 

 

The sentences in data (126 - 141) categorized into hyperbole because the singer 

exaggerate their feeling, likes in the first lyric of song, when we at the high condition and 

then we at the down condition this condition we must try to repair the condition moreover 

there are no ways. As the singer says, when we at the bad situation, we must try to start the 

journey again to fight and survive. Almost in this lyric songs the singer using hyperbole 

expression, by showing at sentence Start your dream more early before the night is coming 

down, as we know we can not start dreams early, because dreams come unpredictable 

actually when we asleep. In this lyric songs means we try to thinking first before we walk or 

make a choice. And the other lyric song is, the singer want to fight with the condition now 
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for their future, because as the singer says, many bad situation was coming, the singer says 

to fight with the bad situation for future. t. 

In text [9] 

Do you feel alone, do you wanna go (142) 

To a place where the devil is loading up their guns  

Pretty face and broken soul, nothing left inside of them  

It's a cold highway to hell (145) 

 

The sentences in data (142), 145) categorized into hyperbole because it is many 

exaggerate sentence, like in the first sentence that the singer ask to the listener, do ever feel 

alone and do you want to go, it means that if you feel same, you can go. In this sentence not 

true, because when we alone we try to share with our friend or other people not go away. 

The next lyric song means, it is cold highway to hell, it is not true statement , as we know as 

a people we did not know where is hell place, the singer want to showing how we reach the 

way to hell with the fast way. 

 

I'm not the one, not the only one (146) 

Walking life with a bullet proof heart and someday, I'll meet you there in a place, in a place 

call home (147) 

Crazy world of ignorance  

Sorrow, lust and loaded guns (149) 

 

 

The sentences in data (146), 147), (149) categorized into hyperbole because song 

lyric was declare that the singer is not the one, that is true because as we know we life in the 

world with the other people not alone, so the singer was declare not only one. 

 

Do you feel unknown, do you wanna try to be an angel and die just in time before you live  

alcohol, with religion, violence It's a cold highway to hell (151) 

Do you feel unknown do you feel alone (152) 

With all pretty faces in the dark side of life  

There's millions of bullet, and trillions of love we shall rise again (154) 
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The sentences in data (146), 147), (149) categorized into hyperbole, because the 

singer said that there is many problem that makes people want to try doing bad activity, like 

drink alcohol and other, the singer remembering to the other people if want to go to hell, the 

ways is like there.  

 

In text [10] 

 

Above the silent of this burning clouds (155) 

Why should I cry If I know I'm gonna fall (156) 

I lost my breath when I get into the crowds (157) 

All the drive is so hot (158) 

Until the day  keep me out of this storm (159) 

I see the hope lays under machine gun and no other wanna try to save my soul , try to save 

my soul (160) 

Day by the day I'm sailing to the crowds (161) 

Pick up the line, taking up into the sound (162) 

 How many days should I stay out of drying (163) 

No one care and I don't mind (anymore) (164) 

When I'm drowning to the ground, going blind losing my sound of getting back (165) 

Who's gonna dream, instead of war (166) 

 

 

The sentences in data (155 - 166) categorized into hyperbole, because it is many 

exaggerate sentence, like in the first sentence that the singer ask to the listener, do ever feel 

alone and do you want to go, it means that if you feel same, you can go. In this sentence not 

true, because when we alone we try to share with our friend or other people not go away. 

The next lyric song means, it is cold highway to hell, it is not true statement , as we know as 

a people we did not know where is hell place, the singer want to showing how we reach the 

way to hell. The next song lyric was declare that the singer is not the one, that is true 

because as we know we life in the world with the other people not alone, so the singer was 

declare not only one and this is categorized into hyperbole, if we did not declare when we 

not alone, all of people is know. And the next song is categorized into hyperbole, because 
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the singer said that there is many problem that makes people want to try doing bad activity, 

like drink alcohol and other, the singer remembering to the other people if want to go to 

hell, the ways is like there. 

 

 

B. Analyze of aesthetic aspect of figurative language in each the song. 

After having analyzed figurative language of the song lyrics in superman is dead’s 

compilation albums. I can conclude that each song has a good aesthetics aspect. Therefore, 

in this section I explain each aesthetics aspect of each song lyric in this album.  

 

1. Saint of My Life :  

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song is explain that we must 

loved child. The singer almost use many hyperbole to explain their feelings. 

2. The Memories of Rose : 

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song is explain that we must 

loved our family or other. The singer almost use many hyperbole to explain their feelings. 

Because hyperbole is good way to expressing something. 

3. All Angels Cry : 

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song is explain that we must 

thinking that the world is contains manythings, so as a human we must makes our world 

good. The singer almost use many hyperbole to explain their feelings. Because hyperbole is 

very good if combine to makes good aesthetics aspects. 
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4. Bad, Bad, Bad : 

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song is explain that we must 

thinking if we had a problems, we must try to solve with other people to get a good way. 

The singer almost use many hyperbole to explain their feelings. Because hyperbole is very 

good if combine to makes good aesthetics aspects. 

5. The Broken Song :  

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song is explain that we must 

thinking if we had a problems, we must try to repaired and must find the solving problem, in 

the song explain that the singer had a problem with their girlfriend, and the singer try to 

make a better to repair their life, but time is up for this. So, the singer almost use many 

hyperbole to explain their feelings. Because hyperbole is very good if combine to makes 

good aesthetics aspects. 

 

6. Lady Rose  :  

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song is explain that the singer 

amaze  with her girlfriend, so the singer always declare with the beautiful lyric. Like at this 

lyric song When you fall to my arms, when you sleep for a thousand year, this lyric means 

that the singer loved with her girlfriend and he always praised her girlfriend with an ussual 

word. In this song, using an hyperbolic expression to makes the perfect aesthetic aspect.   

 

7. Running : 

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song is explain that the singer 

try running from their life that full of problem. The singer want to showing that they fight 
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with their life.  And want to fly like a bird and run out from the problem to reach their 

dreams. It showing in their lyric song like “How can I pick up these wings to fly across the 

sky” it means that the singer want to reach their dreams and unfortunately the singer can not 

reach their dreams, the singer try to reach their dreams and they very tired do something to 

reach their dreams. The singer using this lyric song is to make the lyric song good in 

aethetic aspect.  

 

8. Fast Cure :  

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song lyric was categorized into 

hyperbole. because the singer exaggerate their feeling, likes in the first lyric of song “While 

you're living on high then you're living on earth again”. when we at the high condition 

and then we at the down condition this condition we must try to repair the condition 

moreover there are no ways. The singer showing the aesthetic aspect by using uncommon 

word, and using figure of speech. This is to make ussual word to amazing word.  

  

9. Bullet Poof Heart : 

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, because this song lyric was full of figure of 

speech to make a beautiful lyric. because the singer exaggerate their feeling, likes in this 

lyric “It's a cold highway to hell”. It means that if we doing bad activity we will going to 

hell, the highway in here means bad activity. The singer not using common word, because it 

is to make the good in aesthetic aspect.  
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10. Water Not War : 

I conclude that this song very beautifull lyrics, the singer almost of all lyric song using 

hyperbole. Because hyperbole is very good if combine to makes good aesthetics aspects. 

And almost of the lyric song using exaggerated word. The singer want to showing to the 

listener that their life is so hard, the singer must try hard to survive in the modern lifes like 

today. Must faced many problems, and someday the singer was fall in the bad situation, and 

try to stay to faced the problems. And unfortunately no one care with the singer. The singer 

try to survive alone without any help with the other people. But the singer using unfamiliar 

word to express their feeling, this is to makes beautiful of aesthetic aspect.  

 

C. DISCUSSION 

After collecting the data, the data are classified based on the types of figurative 

language. There are many types of figurative language, namely: Simile, Metaphore, 

Personifications, Onomatopoeia, Hyperbole, Idiom, Cliches, Analogy, Imagery, Symbolism. 

It was found that there were 5 occurrences of figurative language. Here are the explanations 

and some examples of type of figurative language on Superman Is Dead’s songs lyric in 

their Compilation Albums : (1) Saint of My Life, (2) Memories of Rose, (3) All Angels Cry, 

(4) Bad, Bad, Bad, (5)The Broken Song, (6)Lady Rose,(7)Running, (8)Fast Cure, (9)Bullet 

Poof Heart, (10)Water Not War. 

Metaphor: A metaphor (met-uh-fawr, -fer) suggests something or someone actually 

becomes or is something else. Example from the song is : -  Good night good night my 

little angel. 
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Hyperbole: A hyperbole (hy-pur-buh-lee) is a statement so exaggerated that 

no one believes it to be true. Example from the song is: - Good night good night my little 

ones, - Spread your wings and fly away to your dreams, - When you're sleep I'm on your 

side. When you're awake I'll be your still, - Don't be scared 'coz I'll be there to hold you 

tight, - You're the king, you're the queen, you're saint of my life, - And when the world is 

trembling down, don't you cry, - Coz there's nothing, nothing that will keep us apart, - Sing 

with me my little darling, sing along to this lullabies, - Pick the moon kiss the star so good 

night, - I think about the end of the world I'm thinking about you, - All the struggle we had, 

and the past, blood and tears my love! How could I forget, - In sorrow now, since we fell 

apart. A million miles away, - Darling it won't be long, till we find Our away back home 

again, I think about the evil ways I've been the self - destruction years, - Darling it won't be 

long, till we find our away back home again, - And in the end I'll grow old with you, only 

you my love. Burn the fire burns. 

Personification: Personification (per-son-uh-fi-kay-shuh-n) gives animals or 

inanimate objects human-like characteristics. Example from the song is: - Still I put my faith 

on high sky. Everlasting pain! How can I escape, - Don't go, don't go away. Stay with me 

here in this lullabies, - I disrespect myself and the world, chase by ghost of lust, kill the love 

ones down, - Don't go, don't go away stay with me here in this lullabies, - At night when the 

shadow falls. Wish I'm there just right there close by your side, - This lonesome dreams, I'm 

haunted by the memories of rose, - I gave up all the poison for you, gave up the wildest 

dreams, - Can you tell me why, the world is so ugly, - And there ain’t no pretty pictures 

everywhere I go, - To see the way we live our lives, where this, the heart goes, - Where 

everyone is blind, they show you how to feed your hate, - Education now, war for 

tomorrow, - And I do believe we’re living on a time bomb, - To see the way we live our 

lives, where this, the heart goes. 
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Imagery: Use of words that describe the five senses to create to a mental picture of 

something. Example from the song is: - Close your eyes, put a smile on your face. - And the 

moon is dark it’s time to let you go. 

Clichés: Clichés are statements that have been heard so often that their once 

colorful play on words has become expected and stale. For example, “Birds of a feather 

flock together. Example from the song is: - The brighter side of me is grey so hard to make 

it white and the reasons just completely out of sight. 

Simile: A simile (sim-uh-lee) uses the words “like” or “as” to compare two 

explicitly unlike things as being similar. - Wonder why I fucked up everything and just 

today I’ve found it why Like they say some was born to lose.  

 

 

 

 

  


